
The new Contractor Loudspeakers

work smarter and harder. 

They bring reliability and quality 

to affordable solutions.

Built for sound – priced for value

Contractor Loudspeakers

Contractor Specifications

Model Description Frame Size Cutout Woofer Tweeter Power
(W)

Impedance
(Ohms)

Efficiency
(dB)

Frequency
Response

SP-C503 5.25’’ DVC
round 8’’ 6.625’’ 5.25’’

poly-mica n/a 50 8/8 88 65Hz-16kHz

SP-C522
5.25’’ 

single-point
stereo round

8’’ 6.625’’ 5.25’’
poly-mica

Dual 0.5’’
neodymium

Mylar
dome

50 8/8 89 65Hz-20kHz

SP-C622
6.5’’ 

single-point
stereo round

8.875’’ 7.75’’ 6.5’’
poly-mica

Dual 0.75’’
neodymium

Mylar
dome

60 8/8 90 60Hz-20kHz

SP-C523 5.25’’ 
2-way round 8’’ 6.625’’ 5.25’’

poly-mica

0.5’’
pivoting

neodymium
Mylar
dome

60 8 88 60Hz-20kHz

SP-C623 6.5’’ 
2-way round 8.875’’ 7.75’’ 6.5’’

poly-mica

0.75’’
pivoting

neodymium
Mylar
dome

75 8 89 55Hz-20kHz

SP-C823 8’’ 
2-way round 10.75’’ 9.5’’ 8’’

poly-mica

1’’
pivoting

neodymium
Mylar
dome

100 8 90 50Hz-20kHz

SP-C550
5.25’’ 

2-way 
wall

7.5” x 11’’ 6.25” 
x 9.75’’

5.25’’
poly-mica

0.5’’
pivoting

neodymium
Mylar
dome

60 8 88 60Hz-20kHz

SP-C650
6.5’’ 

2-way 
wall

8.625” 
x 12’’

7.375”
x 10.75’’

6.5’’
poly-mica

0.75’’
pivoting

neodymium
Mylar
dome

75 8 89 55Hz-20kHz

Five Year Warranty

Since 1967, innovation, quality and reliability have been the core of the Russound product tradition. Today, Russound offers everything for enjoying multiroom audio-video in your 
home. All audio-video distributed solutions are built to high standards and designed with the unique consideration of making products that are a pleasure to live with and enjoy.
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The all new SP-C823 round ceiling

speaker with 8” poly-mica woofer

and neodymium Mylar tweeter

The asymmetrical

tweeter cavity with 

pivoting neodymium

tweeter offers greater

installation flexibility.

There’s a place in your

plans for Contractor

Loudspeakers. Available

new construction 

brackets make planning

ahead easy. 

Contractor looks great 

in the standard designer

white, but it can 

also be painted to suit

any décor. 

All together 

Most Contractor models share 

the benefits of pivoting neodymium tweeters

for consistent sound and flexible mounting

arrangements. Matching surround 

and cone material reinforce the goal of this

family sound. Specially designed trim rings

enhance fit and finish while improving

sound dispersion characteristics.

A range of choices

Available either as in-wall or in-ceiling 

models, stereo pairs or single-point stereo

units, one or several of the Contractor 

series loudspeakers will find a home… 

in every installation. 

One of the best choices

In a world filled with decisions, 

Russound Contractor loudspeakers 

provide a clear choice.

Affordable solutions

The Contractor Loudspeakers make it 

possible to fill your home with sound,

simply and affordably. Russound’s

newest and best response to making

distributed audio accessible and

enjoyable without giving up reliability

or appearance. Quality, sound,

value – Russound Contractor

Loudspeakers.

Time tested

Proven technology and extensive

field experience ensure that these

loudspeakers will exceed your

expectations. Drawing on the

success of the well-known Russound

model 523, this all new Contractor

Series is coordinated in both appearance

and functionality. The shapes, materials,

appearance and sound quality work together

in varied installation applications.


